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Under the fast-change and strong-competition market environment, more and 
more enterprises adopt Small Batch Excessive Variety manufacture ways to develop 
and survive, and some lying on the supply chain is forced to push it for customer 
pressure and market change. Due to the features of Small Batch Excessive Variety, 
such as more sorts, up-and-down during the produce process, low production 
efficiency, affirmatory equipment, higher equipment difficulty, uncertainty of external 
conditions and dynamic production and control, manufacture enterprises must change 
the traditional operation and management and adopt suitable modern operation and 
management when committing Small Batch Excessive Variety. 
As the alter of operation mode and management of enterprises, the traditional 
performance management system is no longer seasoned with the new environment. In 
order to fulfill the effect of performance Measurement completely, based on research 
of Performance Management, author tries to build new type Small Batch Excessive 
Variety PMS, combining the actual situation of Meichi and his own management 
experience. The thesis analyzes the deficiency of the manufacture ways under 
traditional performance measurement institution from the features of Small Batch 
Excessive Variety, builds a brand-new performance Management System and commits 
the flow of PM. 
The innovation of the thesis lies in discussing build of effective PMS of Small 
Batch Excessive Variety and committing the brand-new PM flow according to the real 
situation of enterprises. 
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